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JOHN HARLIN III

From Dawn to Decadence
Exploring new ground on Mont Blanc's lnnominata Arete

I s there still unclaimed territory in Old Europe? That was the question
Mark Jenkins and I struggled with while planning our rendezvous in the

Alps. Mark is from Wyoming, where the buffalo roam, and I from Oregon,
where the trees grow; we get together when schedules allow in order to
climb something new - preferably new to the world, not just to us. Alas,
our visits are infrequent, and our climbing skills modest at best. So the
Alps didn't seem promising for new routing. After all, this continent of
iiber-alpinists has a climbing history that pre-dates our national identity.

Fortunately, the previous year I had lured a Brit by the name of Roger
Payne onto an unclimbed ridge deep in America's Grand Canyon, where
very little has been climbed. Our crumbling 1000-metre arc~te was the desert
equivalent of an alpine outing, with precarious piles of choss standing in
for corniced snow. I asked Roger about the chances for mortal-scale new
routes in the Alps, and he volunteered that the Italian side of Mont Blanc
still presented opportunities. This facet of the mountain seems relatively
uninteresting to the Euro crowd because of the difficulty of access - or, to
quote my favourite Diemberger maxim, 'the barrier of effort'. No problem
there: wobbling under the influence of oversized packs is an American
speciality, and what's more, Mark and I both had been staff writers for the
montWy bible of the beast-of-burden set, Backpacker magazine. But to me
the best thing about Mont Blanc was that my father had climbed new routes
on its Freney and Brouillard faces. To follow Dad's lead would be a dream
come true, especially if I could be guided not by his handholds but by his
spirit of new routing.

And that's why late August 2003 found Mark and me grunting up to the
Eccles bivouac hut (40S0m) via the lower Innominata Ridge and Punta
Innominata (only ignorance kept us off the easier glacier approach to the
left). Rucksacks overstuffed with 10 days of food and fuel and a big-wall
rack aggravated the dangerous loose-rock scrambling and rappels. The
weather forecast called for a storm, but our ambition was set. At the archives
of Chamonix's Office de Haute Montagne we'd learned where the existing
lines had been drawn, which allowed us to begin reading between them.
Our objective was to reach the hut, have a look at the Freney and Brouillard
faces to see what ground we might stake for ourselves, acclimatise on our
backsides while waiting out the weather, then go over the top and down
the French side of the mountain. It seemed a cunning plan.
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73. 1963 Chamonix campground scene, 'That's our drying laundry in the background,
much to my mother's embarrassment.' Adults: Tom Frost, Gary Hemming, Stuart
Fulton, John Harlln II. Kids: Brown's son, Andrea Harlin, Johnny Harlin UI.
(Man'lyn Harlin)

Scrambling up the lower Innominata Ridge gave me plenty of time to
reflect on Dad's experience with the mountain. In one of his many articles
in the American Alpine Journal (the AAJ happens to be my current employer),
he baldly stated that his 1963 route on the Hidden Pillar of Freney, with
Tom Frost, was the hardest route on Mont Blanc. Despite this claim, the
Hidden Pillar has remained eclipsed in history by Dad's climb earlier that
summer on the south face of the Fou, also with Frost, along with Gary
Hemming and Stuart Fulton. Details of the Fou are familiar from many
published photos and descriptions in various books. I remember it for more
personal reasons. I was seven years old back then, living in a Chamonix
campground for the summer, and Dad and Stuart took me for one of my
earliest multi-pitch climbs behind the Envers des AiguiUes hut. This alpine
palace was their staging ground for the Fou, and it became my home for
several days. The climb with Dad and Stuart was memorable for me, but less
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so than the night I spent without parents during a raging storm. My mother
had gone to see Dad off on the Fou and was supposed to be back before
dark. Instead she and her companions huddled in the shelter of a crevasse
while I tossed in my bunk listening to the screaming wind outside. She
showed up the next day.

From what I gather, storms and the Alps go together like peanut butter
and jelly, as we say in the States. Dad went so far as to call his story about
his late-August 1965 ascent of the right-hand of the Brouillard Pillars,
'Thumbing a Nose at the Weather'. He teamed up with Chris Bonington,
Rustie Baillie, and Brian Robertson, and they all left the low Monzino hut
at midnight. He reported that on the way to the Eccles bivouac hut, where
they would have breakfast, they had 'seen every known bad-weather sign....
We had been warned!' But they 'decided to go on, regardless of the weather.
An unusual experience it was, going against one's better judgment in
defiance of weather .... I hoped for the sake of the younger members of the
team that it was not foolhardiness.' Dad was a ripe old man of 29 at the
time. As it turned out, the weather increased in severity all day, but they
climbed their route nevertheless and bivouacked on top before rappelling
back down. He concluded, 'We were in our element.'

The morning after Mark and I reached the Eccles huts we eagerly
scrambled up the Punta Eccles for a view before the predicted storm rolled
in. Immediately it became clear that setting foot on either the Freney or the
Brouillard faces would be suicidal. The glaciers below both walls were
covered in a black blanket of fallen stones, and every few minutes another
cascade of boulders or a house-sized block tumbled down. Neither of us
had witnessed a mountain decomposing like this. (Three weeks later we
would interview climatologists in Zurich for Mark's article about how global
warming is changing the Alps. (Outside magazine, December 2003, http:/ /
outside.away.com/newsI2003121200312_fire_ice_l.html.) But all was not
lost. A safe, seemingly virgin line rose out of the wreckage like a vision. Not
only was it beautiful, it was the only rockfall-free space on the entire visible
sweep of granite and ice. The line was the crest of the Innominata Arete.

As any Mont Blanc climber knows, there is already a route called the
Innominata Arete - the first route on this flank of the mountain, and still
the most popular. This line does indeed begin on the arete, but after a bit it
wanders left across what used to be a snowfield and continues up a different
ridge. In August of 2003, the 'snowfield' was just another river of tumbling
rocks. And then there is the Innominata Direct route. But this quickly slips
to the right-hand side of the ridge and climbs hidden gullies before rejoining
the crest to ascend the upper buttress with the help of some aid climbing.
Between these two 'Innominata' routes lies the actual ridge.

Where the Innominata route moves left and the Direct route cuts right, a
perfect 70m dihedral splits the solid granite. Mark and I could scarcely
believe this had not been climbed. The only trouble we foresaw was a three
metre icicle that hung from the first of two roofs.



75. Right

Mark Jenkins in the
relatively spacious
lower Eccles hut, 2003.
(John Harlin)

74. Left

Mark Jenkins at the upper
Eccles bivouac before the
storm, 2003. The garbage
is being collected for
burning. (John Harlin)



76. Mark Jenkins on the Punta Eccles on the afternoon after the storm during the
2003 Harlin-Jenkins attempt on the Innominata Ridge. (John Harlin)

That afternoon we had with us a rack, one pair of rock shoes between us,
and time to kill, so we decided to have a go at the dihedral. It begins at
about 4300m. Mark led up to the roof's icicle while I cowered under a
shallow overhang waiting for the dagger to drop. Under-clinging the roof,
Mark knocked the icicle with his shoulder and sent it shattering over my
shelter. Then he powered free through the suddenly exposed jam crack to a
belay above the roof (5.11-). I followed in boots and had to rest on the rope
in the icy roof crack. Mark led through the next roof (5.10+) and belayed
on top of the buttress. I followed free, and while I was setting up the rappel
Mark wandered up the easy blocky ridge to have a look at the next little
buttress. We rappelled, left most of our gear and One rope below the dihedral,
and continued down to the hut to enjoy the blow.

The storm hit around midnight. The little hut shook so violently we feared
it would be blown off the mountain. We actually debated leaving the
dwelling and anchoring ourselves directly to the rock. The stronger gusts
sent spindrift between the roof's metal panels, coating us with a couple of
centimetres of rime. In the afternoon during a lull we rappelled to the lower
hut, which was drier and better anchored to granite. Three days later nearly
a metre of snow had fallen. During these days we read a good chunk of
From Dawn to Decadence (hence the route's name) and, as the food and fuel
dwindled, we fretted that we'd never again see our stashed equipment.
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Finally the sun came out and in the afternoon we climbed up to Punta
Eccles to survey the new world. It looked perfect: All the loose rock was
now anchored by fresh snow, and the dihedral's icicle had not returned.
We left the hut again at 3am. By 6am we had reached the gear near the
base of the dihedral. As dawn lightened the sky we noticed a sheet of thin
grey clouds and a wind that snatched our breaths away. We screamed at
each other about this being the front of another storm, and recalled our
various conversations in the last days about how glad we were not to be
trapped in bivouac sacks on one of Mont Blanc's summit ridges. Then we
clicked off the headlamps and rappelled toward a building layer of clouds
below. That afternoon, when we reached the car 3000m below our highpoint,
the sky turned a brilliant blue, the summit glittered in the sun, and we felt
disgusted. I have an expression for this sort of thing: Retreating in the face
of imminent good weather. We drove to the Val di Mello, and then the
Dolomites, to climb off our frustrations.

My next window of opportunity arrived in September 2004. Mark was
busy with other travels, but Roger Payne was kind enough to join me, and
we persuaded his wife, Julie-Ann Clyma, that traversing Mont Blanc yet
again would be worth the effort. They had climbed the standard Innominata
route and also the Central Pillar of Freney, which made them far more
qualified than I to wrap up From Dawn to Decadence. On 17 September we
reached the Eccles hut via the more sensible glacier access, rather than the
ridge Mark and I had scrambled. On the 18th we arrived at the dihedral
shortly after the sun had warmed its jam-crack. Instead of one long icicle,
this time two short icicles hung from the first roof 40m up. I climbed to
them with an ice tool in my holster, hung from gear to knock the icicles off
and chip out the crack, and then lowered to a belay stance. After Julie-Ann
and Roger came up, I tried to free the roof but ran out of courage and
therefore strength, so I rested on the rope before freeing to the belay (5.10+
AO). The next pitch had ice in the crack, and we all pulled on stoppers to
pass the crux (5.10 AO). Hauling three packs individually up the dihedral
had wasted so much time that instead of taking the next little buttress head
on as we should have, we skirted it on its lower left to reach the tight col at
the base of the upper buttress. Here we found fixed pins and a narrow ledge
from which we chopped ice to create a bivouac space. As we prepared the
ledge, two climbers were helicoptered off the Freney; we worried that maybe
they'd heard a bad weather forecast and were taking the quick way out.

Around 2am, during a little brew to warm us up and pass the time, we
discussed the sensual pleasures of middle-ageing bodies in cramped open
bivvies. An eternity later, once the morning sun had warmed us, a semblance
of youthful spirit returned, and soon we were locking jams with the buttress.
The Innominata Direct route appears to take the icy cracks directly over our
bivouac at the fixed pins. Instead, we moved lOm right to a sumptuous
(and virgin) left-facing dihedral!crack (50m, 5.10-). A couple of easier rock
pitches led up the ridge; then we switched to snow, which took us to the



77. Julie-Ann Clyma and Roger Payne on the upper buttress, 2004.
(John Harlin)



78. John Harlin on Innominata's crest above the upper buttress, 2004.
(Roger Payne)



79. Julie-Ann Clyma on the big dihedral, 2004. (John Harlin)



· 80. Julie-Ann Ctyma and Roger Payne enjoying a cosy bivvi on the Innominata
Ridge. 'We discussed the sensual pleasures of middle-ageing bodies in
cramped open bivvies.' (John Harlin)

summit of the Innominata An~te proper. From there endless traversing and
scrambling brought us to Mont Blanc's empty summit at 6pm, which was
followed by more endlessness punctuated by a Brocken spectre and a fiery
sunset before we arrived at the Cosmique hut well after dark but in the nick
of time for bread, soup, and wine. Aren't the Alps the best? You can leave
that tent-and-kit-carrying nonsense to the Yanks, who know not what they're
missing. Wonders continued the next day as a gondola took us from the
Aiguille du Midi back to Italy while I gawked at the finest and most historic
climbing in our solar system.

Could there possibly be yet more untouched territory sandwiched between
the lines? If not, who cares. There's so much beauty there to climb that I could
hardly bear to leave. I even caught a view over to the Envers des Aiguilles
hut, and remembered where my obsession began. As the lift dropped us
into the Courmayeur Valley, I quietly cursed the shortness of life.

Summary: A new route on the Innominata Arete, on the Italian side of
Mont Blanc: From Dawn To Decadence, nOm, TO, 5.10+ AO (or 5.11-) 55°,
September 17-20,2004. Julie-Ann Clyma (NZ), John Harlin III (US), and
Roger Payne (UK) completed the 2003 efforts of Mark Jenkins (US) and
Harlin.
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